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This invention relates to removal of waste, tilamentary 
material from a bobbin or a spool. More particularly, 
this invention relates to the removal of waste organic 
filamentary material with the use of a heated wire. 

This invention is concerned with the old problem of re 
moving the remaining waste organic (natural or synthetic) 
material from a bobbin or spool which usually remains 
on the bobbin or the spool in such a manner that it is 
difhcult to remove. There have been various means and 
devices disclosed and invented in the prior art which solve 
or attempt to solve this problem, some of which are 
adaptable to specific types of ñlamentary material. These 
means include: unwinding the remaining material, man 
ually stripping it from the spool or bobbin with a knife, 
employing a mechanical means to strip the remaining 
waste material with a knife, and the use of brushes which 
are adapted to the removal of material which is not per 
manently fixed to the spool or bobbin. 

Because many of the means cause damage to the spool 
or bobbin, are very complex, or are hard to control mech 
anisms, there still exist many problems to be solved. 

Applicants have found that by using a heated wire to 
cut the waste filamentary material that this cleans the 
spool or bobbin rapidly without damage to it. 

Applicants’ invention takes advantage of the thermo 
plastic properties of synthetic materials, such as those 
now in general use in making filaments, and therefore 
provides a much finer control than many previously known 
means. By merely adjusting the amount of current pass 
ing through the wire, it ís not only possible to remove the 
waste material readily and without diñiculty from the 
spool or bobbin, but it is also possible to remove unde 
sirable intermediate portions by cutting the current off 
at the desired depth. 

Other advantages are the facts that applicants’ inven 
tion may be used on spools or bobbins of various diam 
eters and that the temperature of the wire may be also 
hot enough to cut the waste filamentary material and 
cold enough so as not to damage the spool or bobbin. 
The main object of this invention is to provide a means 

for removing waste, organic, filamentary material from 
spools and bobbins. 

Another object is to provide a means which is suscepti 
ble to suflicient control so that undesirable intermediate 
portions of lilamentary material which is wrapped about a 
bobbin may be severed and removed. 

Another object is to provide a means of removing loose 
material from the spool or bobbin and keep it free Ifrom 
damage. 
The invention comprises essentially a heated wire for 

cutting. This wire is fìxedly suspended from an arm (these 
two elements forming a cutting assembly) which moves 
the wire in a cutting plane. The bobbin or spool which 
is desired to be connected is axially mounted in this 
cutting plane. This desired arrangement is conveniently 
accomplished by providing a base member with a vertical 
support attached thereto wherein the heated wire cutting 
assembly is rotatably mounted to the vertical support at 
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one end of the arm. The means for mounting the bobbin 
is an elongated bobbin holder which is mounted in such 
a position that the heated element may be brought into 
contiguous contact with the bobbin by moving the heated 
wire assembly through the cutting plane. Since the fila 
mentary material is always under tension, the convolutions 
of material part as they are cut and fall from the spool 
or bobbin. In order to heat the wire, a variable voltage 
source is electrically connected to the said wire. 
The apparatus of the present invention will be more 

clearly understood with reference to the accompanying 
drawings. 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of the apparatus having 
a waste filamentary material containing bobbin mounted 
thereon. 

Figure 2 is another perspective view of the same appa~ 
ratus showing waste f‘llamentary material after it has been 
cut by the heated wire and removed from the bobbin. 

Referring particularly to Figures 1 and 2, the base 
member 1 has a vertical support 2 to which is attached a 
bobbin holder 3 and a movable arm 4 having attached 
thereto a cutting wire 5 which is supported by electrically 
conducting supports 6 and 6a. The voltage regulator 7 
is provided to adjust the temperature of cutting wire 5. 
Voltage regulator 7 is electrically connected to supports 
6 and 6a by way of the electrically conducting leads 10 
and 10a. The waste filamentary material 9 is shown to 
be wrapped around bobbin 8 in Figure l. In Figure 2 
waste filamentary material 9 is shown after it has been 
completely severed by the heated wire element 5 and has 
completely fallen from bobbin 8. Spring 11 is used to 
keep the wire element taut but is only to be considered 
an optional feature. 
The operation of the apparatus shown in Figures 1 and 

2 of the drawing is as follows: a bobbin 8 containing 
Waste, organic, filamentary material 9 is mounted on 
bobbin holder 3. Voltage regulator 7 is adjusted to 
provide heated wire 5 with sufficient current so that it 
will be at the correct temperature to sever the convolu 
tions of the waste filamentary material which is being 
removed. The cutting wire assembly is then moved to 
engage the heated wire with the waste iilamentary ma 
terial and suflìcient pressure is applied until the convolu 
tions of the waste iilamentary material have been com 
pletely severed. 
Any well-known electrically resistant wire may be used 

for the cutting wire such as Inconel, Nichrome or even 
platinum. The source of the current is controlled by a 
variable transformer, if A.C. is used, and a rheostat if 
D.C. is used. Supports 6 and 6a may be conductive or 
non-conductive. However, if they are non~conductive, 
electrical contact from the current source must be made 
directly to the current source leads. 
The various organic filamentary materials, including 

synthetic polymeric filaments or fibers such as nylon, 
Daeron (a polyester über), the various commercially 
avialable polyacrylonitrile filamentary materials, as well 
as many of the natural fìlamentary materials, can he 
severed and removed from bobbins or spools by means of 
the apparatus and using the process of this invention. 
We claim: 
l. An apparatus for removing waste, organic, fila 

mentary material from a bobbin comprising a base mem 
ber having an elongated support; an arm rotatably at 
tached at one end to said support; two longitudinally 
spaced supporting means extending in the same direction 
from said arm; an electrical resistance wire suspended 
across the terminal ends of the said supporting means, 
the arm, the supporting means and the resistance wire all 
being included in the plane defined by the path of rotation 
of said arm; an elongated bobbin holder extending from 
a fixed attachment to said Vsupport along a line which 
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is substantialy coextensive with one of the lines defined 
by said wire in the path of rotation; and' a bobbin sup 
ported on said bobbin holder, the rotation of the afore 
said arm movingl the resistancevwire through the deñned 
plane into contiguous contact withíthe’sur-face ot"said 
bobbin. ' 

2. An apparatus as claimedïin claim 1.wherein the elecf 

l 5 

tical resistance wire is electrically connected> to a sourceof4 
electricity. 

3. An apparatus for removing organic, ñlamentaryma 10 
terial yfrom a bobbin comprisinga base member havingA 
an elongated support;` an arm rotatably attached' at one 
end` to said support; two longitudinally spaced supporting 
means extending in the same,A direction from` said army 
an electrical resistance wire suspended across the terminalI 
ends _of the said supporting means, the arm, the support 
ing means andthe resistance wirerall being. includedinthe 

15 

plane defined’ by the path of rotationY of'said armgan> 
elongated bobbin holder extendingv from aA Íìxed attach 
ment; to said support along ̀ a line w-hîchvis> substantially 20 
coextensive with one of 'therlines defined by said wire in.` 
the_path of rotation, the rotation, off'the> aforesaidarm 

during operation of the apparatus causing the resistance 
wire to move through the detînediplane vinto contiguous 
contact with the surface of aäbobbin that, during opera 
tion of the apparatus, is positioned on the aforesaid bob 
bin holder. 
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